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Convenient ! 
Full-automatic !!
Light and handy !!!

It is truly clean if it can sterilize, It is truly clean if it can sterilize, 
it has no chemical drug remains, it has no chemical drug remains, 
and it's really healthy.and it's really healthy.

It is truly clean if it can sterilize, 
it has no chemical drug remains, 
and it's really healthy.

Ai OzoneMixerTM

The number one professional brand of cleaning water - HITOP

The tap water will become the ozone water that has the effects of 
sterilization and disinfection instantaneously

Simple and easy installation on the faucet, and enjoy the health 
technology right away!

Needing no consumables and will not cause the chemical drug remains.  
It is the most economical and environmental protecting product

You can use the sterilization ozone water to clean anything that you don't 
want the bacteria to remain and propagate, and you want to sterilize and 
disinfect it but are afraid of the chemical drug remains.

The Ai OzoneMixer had passes through the food industry development 
research institute (FIRDI) and the SGS examines, the bactericidal 
coefficient reaches as high as 99.9%~100% 

Has the honor to receive the Republic of China environment healthy 
association especially superior prize.

Features
D.F.C. testing system
Airtight and four-step mixer
NOx prevention
Automatic incrustation cleaning
Vapor (gas) phase ozone concentration control
Automatic direct current and frequency conversion

Security Guarantee
D.F.C. testing system
Overheat protection
Built-in timer device

Authorized by Food Industry Research and Development Institute



Wash hands to prevent the enterovirus, flu, and the 
unidentified germs.  
Brush the teeth, and rinse the mouth can maintain 
the hygiene of the oral cavity.  
Clean the vegetables, fruit, fish/shellfish, meat, and 
seafood can achieve the sterilization effect, let us 
enjoy the nice, healthy, and nearly germfree cuisine.  
Clean the tableware, the chopping block, and the rag 
can sterilize thoroughly and ensure the kitchen 
sanitation.  
It is not only clean, but can sterilize as well! Your 
expansive skin care products or sliming cream 
will not be intercepted by the bacteria halfway 
anymore, and it can bring the original effect 
into full play adequately.  
Clean the floor can make the 
floor clean and sterilize at 
the same time, 
You can use it to deal with 
all kinds of organic food 
materials of the organic 
diet (living foods diet) and 
a health preservation 
meal.  It has the features 
of sterilization and no 
chemical drug remains, and 
it’s the best cleaning water.

AiAi OzoneMixerOzoneMixerTMTMAi OzoneMixerTM

What's Ai OzoneMixer ?

Why should we use Ai OzoneMixer ?

Ai OzoneMixer is a kind of the latest device that 
connects on the faucet.  The patented DFC testing 
system can sense whether the tap is turned on, 

and then, cooperating with the patented air and 
water mixer, the ozone and water will fully mix, and the 

tap water will become the ozone water that has the effects 
of sterilization and disinfection instantaneously.  In this way, the tap water is 

not only clean, but also has the sterilization effect that can strengthen maintaining 
the health of the entire family.

Because of the abuse of the antibiotics, the bacteria and viruses have multiple 
drug resistance, and mutate or vary and cause an epidemic disease, such as 
SARS, bird flu, and enterovirus, etc.  The most basic way of avoiding the infection 
is to wash the hands often to eliminate the bacteria and viruses.  However, the 
ordinary tap water has no sterilization ability, and one can be infected once 
neglecting.  Besides, it's possible that the harmful bacteria and viruses exist in the 
food we eat even our environment.  Therefore, the ozone water that has the 
effects of sterilization and disinfection and has no chemical drug remains is the 
best choice for modern people to preserve their health.
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